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T^O the men of intelligence,

enterprise and pluck,

who during the last half cen-

tury have built up a vast

industry in the production,

transportation and utilization

of petroleum, this little book
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INTRODUCTION
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The author was, for many years, employed by the pipe line department of

the Standard Oil Company, much of the time in the oil fields, and became

well acquainted with the sj'-stem of handling oil from well to refinery. He

believes that a very large proportion of the buyers and sellers of crude oil

will welcome a simple and accurate method of calculating the capacities of

so-called "taper" tanks; that is, tanks in which the diameters decrease ffom

the bottom up. The buying and selling of crude petroleum his grown to be a

vast business. A very large proportion of this buying and selling is based upon

the measurements made in these "taper" tanks. This little book will enable

any one who can accurately use the four simple rules of arithmetic to compute

tank tables. The author has given much thought to the devising of a system

of checks, which will enable the faithful computer to avoid, or detect, errors in

his work. He has also taken great care to see that no errors have crept into

the tables given in this book, all of which are original. In computing the

principal table (Table 3) herein given, the work was carried to five places of

decimals. Absolute dependence may be placed upon its accuracy.

EDWIN SQUIRE.

Claremont, California, 1909.
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How to "Strap" a Taper Tank and How to Cal-

culate a Tank Table
With a gauge pole, graduated to feet and inches, and fractions of inches,

measure the shmt depth of the tank inside. Next drive a nail in back of gauge

pole, so that when the pole hangs on outside of tank, with the nail resting on

top of stave, the bottom of pole will come just to level of bottom of tank

(inside). It is necessary to get the circumference of the tank at 0'-6" and at

r-6", 2'-6", 3'-6", etc. It is usually sufficient to measure the circumference only
at every two feet, and interpolate the other circumference measurements. Now
with the gauge pole suspended as noted above, observe at what points it is

practicable to measure circumferences. In many instances it will be necessary
to make the actual measurements a few inches above or below the regular

"working" points—and afterwards calculate the circumferences at the regular

points. When you have fixed upon the points where you will measure, drive

nails at each of such points. Four or more vertical rows of nails should be

thus driven at about equal distances apart around the tank; the use of nails

being to keep the tape line horizontal while measuring around the tank. If

the tank is clean on the outside and not too large chalk marks may take the

place of "-he rows of nails. Next hook the ring of the steel tape line over a nail

at 0'-6" above bottom of tank, and then carry the tape around the tank at the

same level. Make sure that the tape line is horizontal, and tight, then note the

circumference in feet and hundredths. Next raise the tape to 2'-6" and note

th^ measurement as before, and so on to the top; taking a measurement at

every two feet if practicable. It is desirable to have measurements taken at

intervals not exceeding two feet, because the taper is often somewhat irregular.

Next note the thickness of the staves measuring enough of them so as to get a

fair average of the whole. Next note any "deadwood," such as timbers or pipes

inside the tank, which will reduce its capacity. Beginning at the bottom note

deadwood thus:

O'-O" to 0'-2"--4 Pes. 2"xl2"xl2" flat.

0'-2" to top =4 Pes. 4"x4"x9'-4", upright, (posts).

9'-0" to 9'-6"=60 lineal feet l"x6", on edge.

Now we are ready for the office work. Make a table similar to that shown
in Example 1, showing in column 2 the outside circumferences at all the regular

points, and leaving spaces for circumferences at r-6", 3'-6", 5'-6", etc. Next

write in column 3, the inside circumferences, corrected for slope, as well as for

thickness of staves. To find correction for thickness of staves, multiply thick-

ness of staves in inches by 0.5236, or use Table 5, which gives quantity in feet

to be subtracted from outside circumference. For staves 1^" thick, the cor-

rection is 0.98 foot. Table 2 shows corrections for slope of staves.

As the circumference of the tank whose measurements are given in Example

1, decrease at the rate of 0.50 foot, for each foot of height, we look in column

1, of 'Table 2, for 0.50, and find there is a correction of 0.01 foot for all cir-

cumferences between 3'-2" and 9'-6" of height, so we subtract 0.98' from outside

circumferences at 0'-6" and 2'-6", and subtract 0.99' from all circumferences

above 3'-2" up to 9'-6", which is the full height of the tank with which we are

dealing. Next we find by interpolation the inside circumferences at l'-6", 3'-6",

5'-6", etc., writing them in column 3. Next we find from Table 3, the capacities

in barrels per foot for each circumference shown in column 3, Example 1,

writing the results in column 4. Next divide the quantities in column 4, by



12, writing the quotients in column 5. Next take the differences be;ween con-

tiguous quantities in column 5, writing these differences as shown in column
6. Next, on a separate sheet of paper, write the differences be-

tween continuous numbers of column 3, and compare each of these

with the corresponding number in column 6. The ratios should be

nearly the same in the same tank. This is a good check. Next
divide each of these differences by 12, writing the quotient i n column
7. Next estimate the deadwood, writing results as shown in example. The
author has found Table 4 very convenient in estimating deadwood. Next cal-

culate the net capacities by feet as shown in example. Keep this in convenient

form for checking work when making calculations by inches, as shown further

on. It may be well to make a diagram to estimate capacity of top fraction of

a foot. In the Example shown, we find by calculation, the gross capacity at

9'-3"— 70.558 bbls. per foot. The net capacity of the top half foot is therefore,

7o_^5
5 8 —deadwood (0.485)= 34.794 bbls. We are now ready to compute the

capacities for each inch. The capacity of first inch, equals the inch capacity
at 0'-6" plus 5^ times* the quantity shown in column 7, minus the deadwood,

=6.fc3+ (5^X.007J^)—.059,=6.615. Each succeeeding inch is smaller than the

next one below it by the quantity shown in column 7, (making the allowances

for deadwood). At every foot the work should be checked with the results as

shown by the net foot capacities. (See Example).
*

It will often be found that

corrections of a few thousandths must be made, due to the fact that the quan-
tities added have beeen a few ten thousandths too large, or too small. The
corrections should be distributed through the whole foot

If it is desired to make the tank table for every quarter inch, or eighth

inch, the inches as above found are first written in, and the fractions after-

wards found by interpolation. If it is desired to find capacities of tanks smaller

than 15, or larger than 105, feet circumferences, we can still make use of Table

3, by considering that the areas of circles vary as the squares of their circum-

ferences. If we wish, for instance, to find the capacity of a tank whose circum-

ference is 300 feet, we find, from Table 3, the capacity of a tank whose circum-

ference is 100 feet, and multiply by 9. The author has used Table 3, in cal-

culating capacities of reservoirs more than fifteen hundred feet in circum-

ference. If great accuracy is desired in calculating tables for reservoirs which

taper as much as one foot changCj of circumference, for each foot of depth, the

circumferences should be calculated or measured for every half foot of depth,

and the corresponding capacities taken from Table 3. Then the quantities in

column 6 (See Example 1) should be divided by 6 to obtain quantities in column

7, which represent differences of capacities between contiguous inches. For

any wooden tanks with which the author has had to do, the method of taking
out the capacities at every foot of height is sufficiently accurate.

*The middle of the bottom inch being 5^4 inches below point 0'-6".
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TABLE 2

Correction in hundredths of a foot to be subtracted from circumference.
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ERRORS IN TABLE 3

At 20.44 ft.
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